URBAN FORESTRY

(either on-site or off-site plantings)

1.) HCERS REQUIRED.
   A.) SWQ SECTION II MARKED AS HAVING A REQUIREMENT(LAST BOX IN SECTION II).
   B.) SWQMP SITE PLAN SHEET WILL BE THE PLANTING SITE PLAN.
   C.) SWQMP DETAIL SHEET WILL BE THE URBAN FORESTRY WORKSHEET.

2.) SWQMP MANUAL REQUIRED.

BANKING

1.) HCERS REQUIRED.
   A.) CREATE A SELECTION IN SECTION II STATING THAT, “THIS PROJECT WILL BE COVERED BY WATERSHED BANKING. CALCULATIONS ARE ON SHEET___.”
   B.) THERE WILL ONLY BE THE URBAN FORESTRY WORKSHEET, SINCE THERE WILL BE NO URBAN FORESTRY SITE PLANS AS RELATED TO SWQ IN THIS PROJECT.

2.) IN LIEU OF AN SWQMP MANUAL, THE ASSOCIATED WITHDRAWAL FORMS WILL BE SUBMITTED WITH THE PLAN SET.